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Meet Jacob Farmer: SUFAC’s Most Eligible Bachelor

Dirty Dan
Dlaniasencedirdydan@wisc.edu

Step right up ladies, Jacob Farmer is single and ready to mingle! Before this school year, most people were unaware of who Farmer even was unless they were involved in Mock Tri- al or the Political Science Association. But now with his newfound fame as SUFAC chair and potential SGA presidential candidacy, Farmer is looking for someone to share in his fame and be by his side through all of the political turmoil he faces, especially if someone on SGA goes rogue and threatens his very existence as a self-impor- tant student politician. Farmer wants all of his potential suitors to know that he has good values. He supports the only true conservative candidate for US president, Ted Cruz: "I’ve been on the Cruzship since day 1," said Farmer. "Ted’s my guy! I mean it might take a Canadian to save this sinking ship."

As SUFAC chair, Farmer will always have time for a potential girlfriend. "He has to balance all of the SUFAC budgets," said SGA President Kara Schmidt. "So he must be good at budgeting time, making him the perfect choice for a woman, she’ll know that he’s always got her penciled in!"

On how Jacob got famous, he’s always got her penciled in! "You may not think that Arnold Schwarzeneg- ger, the special soldier in Predator, could teach college students about journalism and commu- nication but Arnold stated that he’s always felt a strong connection to reporting and that his tenacity for always returning would serve as a lesson for young reporters.

We discussed the change with Susan Stanich who let us know that she’s rather excited to pass the responsibility on to someone as well rounded as Arnold Schwarzeneg- ger. Stanich said, "Because he is so highly regarded in the film industry and modern journalism is nothing more than a shell of the entertainment industry, his knowledge and exper- tise will be a welcome addition to the campus."

Next fall will be interesting, that’s for sure! Perhaps we’ll even have a new promo to students choosing colleges. It could be Arnold yelling "Got Go now!"

Other candidates who were considered included Brian Williams, former NBC News anchor, whose viewpoints on fairness, accuracy, integrity and honesty were in line with what the UWS administration said it wished to instill in all of its students.

The Layout Editor of The Promethean Mark Erb, 25, was found alive yesterday in the dungeon of the Holden Fine and Applied Arts building after going missing for several days. Erb had been reported missing by concerned members of The Pro- methean shortly after Editor in Chief, Marcus White, had left him in charge of the paper for a week. White had been at a newspaper conference in Madison and left Erb in charge for one edition of the paper. "You can do it, it won’t be that bad," White had encouraged Erb before leaving for the conference.

Erb was found in the fetal position slowly rocking side to side, whispering some sort of "AP Style grammar corrections" to himself. He also cringed at any human connection. However, somewhere in the middle of his disappearance, Erb found himself a comb, and managed to figure out how to tame his gentry, unkempt hair. There is no word on Erb’s current condition other than his hair being perfectly groomed.

Survivor Found in Holden Basement After Weeks of Disappearance

Carr Ramrod
Cramrod@sassysally.edu
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Step right up ladies, Jacob Farmer is single and ready to mingle! Before this school year, most people were unaware of who Farmer even was unless they were involved in Mock Tri- al or the Political Science Association. But now with his newfound fame as SUFAC chair and potential SGA presidential candidacy, Farmer is looking for someone to share in his fame and be by his side through all of the political turmoil he faces, especially if someone on SGA goes rogue and threatens his very existence as a self-import- tant student politician.

Farmer wants all of his potential suitors to know that he has good values. He supports the only true conservative candidate for US president, Ted Cruz: "I’ve been on the Cruzship since day 1," said Farmer. "Ted’s my guy! I mean it might take a Canadian to save this sinking ship."

As SUFAC chair, Farmer will always have about him, so he must be brave enough for you. If you need help finding Farmer, when he isn’t in the SGA office, you can find him at Shortys bar on Tower Ave.
SSC wins the National C.E.A.N. Award
Jake From State Farm
jj0@waithat.edu

SSC won the National C.E.A.N. Award this past Friday and they will receive the award at the end of the 2015-2016 academic year. Joseph Wade is the head of SSC at UW-Superior and he will be the one who will receive the award on behalf of the organization. The National C.E.A.N. Award is given to the custodians who demonstrate outstanding cleanliness in the previous academic year. This is the first major award that SSC has received since taking over as the custodial crew in spring of 2015. Several students have been able to have their opinion on SSC winning the award and one of them replied by saying “SSC has been great as far as the dorms and on campus.” Another student replied by saying “I really like how they always put down salt when it is icy and how they clean the parking lots when it snows.”

Over the past few days the UWS-Security has been enjoying handing out those tickets. It is a totally legit study by the way, seemed to back up some economic claims about international students. The study showed the regional Gross Domestic Products rose with the introduction of more international students at Sheffield. With the increase in tourism and spending capital not generally associated with domestic students, both the university and local business benefited.

We thought about reaching out to Superior Mayor, Bruce Hagen for comment, but then realizing that many UWS international students came from Muslim backgrounds, we decided against it, you know why, we don’t need to go there again.

As for what would happen to current UWS students, no one seemed to know. One administrator seemed to think it would be a good idea for them to apply elsewhere, like UMID. Another Old Main staffer said that students would be given the opportunity to re-apply for their admission as international students.
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Buried in Barstow

Barry Bright

brightinnostalgia@gmail.com

In our beloved science classes all held in Barstow hall, there has been a discovery within top floor of the building. Over the Easter break, meetings were being held by the science department in the early mornings from about 12am-1am. Now the discovery that has been found out is that there is a squirrel fetish where we noticed squirrels being used as test animals. For the past few years the recent outbreak of more and more black squirrels have been found out is that there is a squirrel fetish where we noticed squirrels being used as test animals. It has been stated for other various reasons. But by this quote we have beyond reasonable doubt that Barstow is holding a Lab and actually giving academic credits to students that take this as a class. What this really is because it is regarding the DNA and coloration of these squirrels is out sourcing the regular grey or brown squirrels to go extinct. It has been proven that black squirrels are more aggressive because they are given the Ashhole gene.

Another major discovery that has been made is that there is a squirrel ability to win. The Yellowjackets were favored in Las Vegas to win this by at least 50 points. But somehow, they squandered the lead in overtime and allowed the Middle Schoolers to beat them on a last minute buzzer beater. Reports have shown that the team was caught “hosting a Mario Kart Party” the night before. Assistant coach Jacob Tuura hosted an all-night Mario buzzer beater.

According to police reports, their next door neighbor Patrick Lilja was the nark who decided to call the cops. He was watching television having a nice relaxing night imaging television having a nice relaxing night until he heard loud noises coming from the house. “I was trying to watch the new Mighty Ducks movie and listen to my football game. I was really excited to see Buzz in a football game. The coach even substi- tuted Buzz in at the end of the tunnel for them apparently.”

As if these problems were prevalent in Barstow, what with its oppressive department in the early mornings from about 12am-1am. Now the discovery that has been found out is that there is a squirrel fetish where we noticed squirrels being used as test animals. It has been stated for other various reasons. But by this quote we have beyond reasonable doubt that Barstow is holding a Lab and actually giving academic credits to students that take this as a class. What this really is because it is regarding the DNA and coloration of these squirrels is out sourcing the regular grey or brown squirrels to go extinct. It has been proven that black squirrels are more aggressive because they are given the Ashhole gene. With this discovery the school decided to only allow this class for one more semester so visit www.brightinnostalgia@gmail.com today!

Caribou Coffee said “Well, I guess I wont be grabbing my weekly coffee with students anymore then, maybe I’ll just grab a beer with them instead… maybe then I’ll get to know more about campus from students’ point of view.”

Caribou Coffee will be demolished by the end of may, and the new designing firm is not working on the bar project by the end of June.

Good Bye Coffee and Hello Alcohol
Juan Pecent
jpecent@waitwhat.edu

UW-Superior has decided to join other UW Campuses by opening a bar on campus. The project should be completed over the summer and ready by the fall semester.

The chancellor who likes to go and grab coffee once a week with students at Caribou coffee said “Well, I guess I wont be grabbing my weekly coffee with students anymore then, maybe I’ll just grab a beer with them instead… maybe then I’ll get to know more about campus from students’ point of view.”

Caribou Coffee will be demolished by the end of may, and the new designing firm is not working on the bar project by the end of June.

UWS Men's Basketball Loses to Superior Middle School in Exhibition Game

Yen Yen

yenyen8855@stu.uw-superior.edu

In a stunning upset loss that has taken the front page of the USA Today, David has beat Goldsmith. The UWS Men’s Basket- ball team somehow managed to lose what should have been an easy victory against…. the Superior Middle School team!!!

The Superior Middle School team is five feet tall and average height is just below five feet, so they had to rely on their quick passing and jump shoot- ing ability to win. The Yellowjackets were favorites in Las Vegas to win this by at least 50 points. But somehow, they squandered the lead in overtime and allowed the Middle Schoolers to beat them on a last minute buzzer beater.

Reports have shown that the team was caught “hosting a Mario Kart Party” the night before. Assistant coach Jacob Tuura hosted an all-night Mario buzzer beater.
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As if these problems were prevalent in Barstow, what with its oppressive department in the early mornings from about 12am-1am. Now the discovery that has been found out is that there is a squirrel fetish where we noticed squirrels being used as test animals. It has been stated for other various reasons. But by this quote we have beyond reasonable doubt that Barstow is holding a Lab and actually giving academic credits to students that take this as a class. What this really is because it is regarding the DNA and coloration of these squirrels is out sourcing the regular grey or brown squirrels to go extinct. It has been proven that black squirrels are more aggressive because they are given the Ashhole gene. With this discovery the school decided to only allow this class for one more semester so visit www.brightinnostalgia@gmail.com today!
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Football Returns to UWS!!!
Jake From State Farm
Life@waitwhat.edu

UW-Superior will once again have a football team. It was announced last Thursday that the football program will return for the 2017 season. Soon fans will be able to see Buzz in the end zone celebrating when the Yellow- jackets score a touchdown. The Yellowjackets will compete in the NCAA Division II along with the UMD Bulldogs.

Football was played at UWS from 1897-1992 before the program was cut in 1992 because there were not enough players to have a team. UW-Superior plans to cut several aca- demic programs in order to funnel money into the football program. The list of pro- grams are unavailable at this time but it is rumored that no program is safe.
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Area Jewish Man Doesn't Know How the F*** He Got Here
Dear Abby,
A Jewish man was found wondering around campus the other day without comprehen-
sion about how he had arrived.

"I was taking the train from New York to Miami when I wound up here!" he said.

"Where am I anyway?!"

When told that he was in Superior, Wis-
consin the man seemed confused. "Do they bagels and lox here?"

When told that he was the only Jew in the town, the man quickly became anxious.

"You mean all of you are just mashuggana guys? Wait you don't know what that means...
OF VEY WHERE THE FUCK AM I? WHAT HAVE I DONE TO GOD TO EN-
DURE SUCH A CRUEL PUNITMENT?"

When told there used to be Jews in Superior, the man asked where they all went. We told him that they had all moved to Duluth or had died. We then pointed him to a local church, telling him it used to be Superior's synagogue.

"What have you done?" said the Jewish man, who told us his name was David Menachem Goldberghstein. "The building is a part of a scared history and you've desecrated it!"

We literally couldn't stop laughing at his Brooklyn accent at this point and the fact that his name literally was that Jewish.

Suddenly the Editor-in-Chief of the Pro-
methean came out on the hunt for a story. He inquired about the man. Realizing by his curly hair that the Editor of the paper was also Jewish, Goldberghstein rejoiced, "A YID, A YID!" he yelled. "Yeah, there aren't too many of my people around here," said Marcus White, editor of the Promethean. White explained that a lot of the crazy words we thought were gibber-
ish were actually from the European Jewish language of Yiddish, a language still spoken by many Orthodox Jews.

After a long talk with the Promethean edi-	or, Goldberstain decided to stay saying, "I'm bringing my Bubby's chicken soup recipe from the old country and opening up a little haemisch soup shop across the street."

It is unclear to us what any of that meant, but the Promethean editor assured us, that the new soup shop would be better than anything ever offered in the cafeteria.

Most Popular Video Game Among UWS Students is Neopets
Dear Abby,

Dear Abby,

I'm trying to lose weight, what program should I use?

We've found that a strict diet of coke and alcohol mixed evenly is the fastest method to losing weight. If you're looking to mix it up a bit, we recommend substituting methamphetamines for cocaine. I'm trying to lose weight, what program should I use?

I've found that a strict diet of coke and alcohol mixed evenly is the fastest method to losing weight. If you're looking to mix it up a bit, we recommend substituting methamphetamines for cocaine. Bring in this ad for a discount from the University Meth Lab.

The Promethean ran an anonymous survey of 1000 students asking a variety of questions including favorite pizza, sport, video game and beer.

The survey was multiple choice, but for video game, the write-in candidate won. Neopets is an online pet website where you take care of virtual pets, play games, and participate in a harsh capi-
talistic society with a crumbling stock market. Students could anonymously explain their answers. One said they had been addicted since they began in the fifth grade.

"I have over 300 avatars," said another. "But still not the one for getting a high score on [profan-
ity redacted] Fairly Bubbles."

When the results were discussed with Pro-
methean staff, several reporters came out and said they played, "I thought I was the only one," said editor in chief Marcus White. "I've been playing every day since 2009. I love my neopets like they're my own children."

They're answer to favorite website was the big-
gest surprise of the survey. The least surprising thing was favorite beer, especially for those living in the residence halls who see the cans all over the hallway floors.

Keystone light has always been a favorite among athletes. One student anonymously explained, 'I'm 18, this is the only beer the guys on the baseball team drink, so it's the only beer I drink.' Another said they drink it too fit in, despite it tasting like "poo."

62 percent of students answered their favorite pizza is sausage, and 67 percent their favorite sport is basketball. Among those who answered basketball, 20 percent said in their explanation box they also enjoyed the fictional soccer-like game on neopets called yoyo ball.

Chat Conversation End
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